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BPM Partners with Dale Carnegie
Training
The corporate training solutions provided through this partnership augment BPM’s
HR consulting team’s breadth of current training programs.

Mar. 07, 2023

BPM LLP, one of the nation’s top 40 largest public accounting and advisory �rms,
and Dale Carnegie Training, a leading professional development organization, have
partnered together to deliver a transformational experience to BPM’s network of
clients throughout the United States. The corporate training solutions provided
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through this partnership augment BPM’s HR consulting team’s breadth of current
training programs.

Dale Carnegie Training works with organizations around the world to ignite
workplace enthusiasm by empowering individuals to become a better, more
con�dent and effective version of themselves. The Dale Carnegie methodology
creates performance change by first focusing on driving emotional change and
building the right attitudes to learn. Then, it combines them with the skills needed
for success. This methodology engages learners from the initial contact through
follow-up and support to reinforce key behaviors. The blend of the Dale Carnegie and
BPM training programs enables clients of BPM to �nd a solution that is custom-built
for their exact needs.

“At BPM, we could not think of a more impactful partner to help our clients realize
their full potential,” said BPM CEO Jim Wallace. “The Dale Carnegie and BPM
training offerings will empower the next generation of client leaders to bring
forward their best selves. We are thrilled to afford our clients access to this
partnership, providing vast corporate training offerings to meet their unique
challenges.”

BPM’s collaboration with Dale Carnegie is the latest move in the �rm’s commitment
to advancing clients’ capability to improve their employee experiences. In 2021, the
�rm launched BPM Link, a progressive, employee-driven performance management
tool that connects each employee’s work to the strategic direction of their company.
Since its inception, BPM Link has received recognition for its game-changing
performance, including the California HR Excellence Award for “Best Performance
Management Initiative” and being named a �nalist in CPA Practice Advisor’s “Tax and
Accounting Technology Innovation Awards.”
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